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Abstract - Cloud computing is an emerging technology with
promising future is becoming more and more popular
nowadays. It is a revolutionary mechanism that changing
way to enterprise hardware and software design and
procurements. In Cloud simplicity the data and application
software moved to cloud data centers.The Cloud service
provider should ensure integrity, availability, privacy and
confidentiality. The service provider is not providing the
reliable data services to customers and to stored customer
data. This study related to cloud data storage security issues
such as data theft, data breaches and unavailability of cloud
data.This paper deals with the possible solutions to
respective issues in cloud.
Keywords - Cloud computing, auditing protocols, cloud
service, cloud data security.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the cloud computing [1] is becoming more
popular in IT organizations and developers. The cloud
computing technology provides the virtualized computer
power, storage and services on demand for customers. The
important factors in cloud computing is confidentiality,
integrity, availability preserving the data hence the data is
stored in the distributed database. The integrity defined as
restrict the unauthorized person to access the data. The
availability defined as the data being available for access at
any time. The internet plays a fundamental role in the cloud
computing it represents either the medium or the platform
through which is used to increase the cloud services. The
Cloud Computing Services [2] are offered as the
Infrastructure as s service (IaaS), Platform as a service
(PaaS), and Service as a service (SaaS). The IaaS services
used to develop the scalable web sites or for background
processing. The PaaS services increases level of the
abstraction and act as the middleware platform which is
used to creating abstract environment where the applications
are deployed and executed. The SaaS services providing the
application on demand services. The main goal of the cloud
computing technology is make best utilization of the
distributed resources and achieve the higher throughput and
remove large scale computation problem. The cloud storage
[3] is the one of the major services in the cloud computing
which provides great benefits to the user. The one of the
important security problem in the cloud is how efficiently
check the data integrity in the cloud environment. The
several auditing protocol [4] proposed to overcome this
issue such as dynamic authentication protocol, Batch
auditing protocol etc.

In recent days the key exposure problem arising in cloud
storage auditing which is reduces the security of the cloud
environment. To solve this issue in this paper the cloud
storage auditing [5] with verifiable outsourcing of key
updates proposed. In this scheme the key updates are not
performed by the client but by an third authorized party
(TPA). The TPA holds an encrypted secret key of the client
for cloud storage auditing and key updates under encryption
state in each time period. The client download the encrypted
secret key from the authorized party and decrypts occur only
the client would like to upload new files to cloud.
Additionally the client also verifies the validity of the
encrypted secret key. The TPA also checks the integrity of
the clients files stored in the cloud. The blinding technique
with homo morphic property used to form the encryption
algorithm to encrypt the secret keys which is held by the
TPA.
II. CLOUD SECURITY ISSUES
(i) The strong key exposure resilient auditing scheme
proposed for overcome the key exposure problem. The
novel and efficient key update technique used in this
scheme. The third party Auditor generates the updated
message from user secret key at each time period then its
send to the client. The client update his signing secret key
only depends upon user private key and update message
from the TPA. This technique makes the malicious cloud
not able to obtain the signing secret keys in unexposed
time periods. So the new technique able to do key updates
for unlimited time periods.
(ii) The cloud data auditing mechanism with identity based
integrity checking (ID-CDIC) proposed to further
improve the strong key exposure resilient auditing
scheme. The ID-CDIC technique construction from the
RSA signature which is used to support the variable sized
file blocks and public auditing. The ID-CDIC technique
secure under the well-known RSA assumption.
(iii) The efficient public auditing scheme proposed to
enhances a public auditing scheme with both identity
privacy and identity traceability for group members. The
proposed scheme construct mainly for shared cloud data,
in which identifies the group members are anonymous to
the TPA and the group manager can identify the dishonest
member while the dispute occur. To protect the identity
privacy of group members, a group manager is generating
the authenticators of data blocks for the group members.
At the same the identity traceability achieved through the
group manager in where the latest record modification of
each data block in the list. If the group member
maliciously modifies the shared cloud data the group
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manager easily fined him/her depends upon the list.
Additionally the blind signature technique achieve the
data privacy while authenticator generation.
(iv) In fourth work a novel integrity auditing scheme
proposed for improving the computation performance of
efficient public auditing scheme. The novel integrity
auditing scheme supports multiple writer for cloud based
data sharing services. The proposed scheme design on
polynomial authentication tags which is used to empower
the cloud to aggregate authentication tags from the
multiple writers into one when sending the integrity proof
information to the verifier. The verifier only need the
constant size of the integrity proof information and the
constant number of the computational operation and does
not consider the size of the audited file and how many
writers associated with the data blocks. The proposed
scheme also allows the secure delegation of the user
revocation operation in the cloud environment and which
can defeat impersonation attacks from illegitimate users.
The proposed scheme also allows aggregation of integrity
auditing operations for multiple tasks through the batch
integrity auditing technique.

In cloud computing technique, the Clients store their data
files in cloud and access them with the help of Cloud
Service Provider (CSP) whenever and wherever they need.
The cloud consists of a set of cloud servers, which are
consecutively in a concurrent, cooperated and distributed
approach. Data redundancy is utilized with method of
erasure-correcting
code
to
additionally
accept
responsibilities or server crash as user‘s data and encrypting
the data can prevents the data leakage. Additionally, the
Clients frequently verify the Integrity of data without having
a local copy of data file. Unauthorized access and misuse of
customers' confidential data are serious concerns regarding
data outsourcing. Hence, it is of significant importance to be
aware of data administrators (CSPs) and extension of data
access right.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper discussed about various solutions to on how to
ensure that data stored in cloud is not maligned or corrupted
by the service providers or other attacks agents using
various types of methods in order to test the service provider
for quality of data provided and ensuring data is correct.

III.
METHODOLOGY
Cloud Service Provider (CSP) and Third Party Auditor
(TPA) are shown in Figure1 Clients - The Clients are those
who have data to be stored, and access it with help of Cloud
Service Provider (CSP). They are such as tablet, desktop
computers, laptops, mobile phones, etc.
Cloud Service Provider (CSP):- Cloud Service Providers
(CSPs) are those who have major resources and proficiency
in construction, managing distributed cloud storage servers
and provide applications, infrastructure, hardware, enabling
technology to Clients as a service via internet.
Third Party Auditor (TPA):- Third Party Auditor (TPA)
who has expertise and capabilities that Client may not have
and verifies the Integrity of data stored in cloud on behalf of
Clients. Based on the audit result, TPA could release an
audit report to the Client.
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